
ADAPT: A data-driven framework for uncovering the role of understudied kinases in 
signalling network adaptation 

Despite kinases being the most frequent therapeutic targets for an array of diseases1, less than 
150 of them are well studied with just over one third having known substrate, pathway or functional 
relationship annotations2. This indicates that there is a large ascertainment bias in cell signalling 
studies and important pathways and processes are currently ignored.  

A powerful way to study the links between uncharted and well-studied parts of the signalling 
network is combining genetic perturbations with phosphorylation measurements in diverse 
contexts. The Connectivity Map (CMap) consortium has generated transcriptomic and 
phosphoproteomic data for six cancer cell lines that have been perturbed with over 90 small 
molecules, which includes ~40 kinase inhibitors3. CMap uses the P100 platform, in which ~100 
phosphopeptides, which were selected as representative of the phosphorylation state of the cell, 
are measured using mass-spectrometry4.  This data has not been used yet, to the best of our 
knowledge to study signalling network rewiring upon perturbation. The ESPOD candidate will 
create a computational framework to functionally link understudied kinases, for which there are 
no antibodies or drugs, with well-studied and often targeted ones. The well-studied kinases, in 
this context, are represented by 17 phosphosites that are relevant for cancer and for which we 
have established an assay, but the approach can easily be applied to any set of measurable 
phosphosites, depending on the outcome of Aim 1.  

Aim 1: Develop the ADAPT (ADaptation After PerTurbation) data-driven network modelling 
framework to predict signalling pathway crosstalk from perturbation data Using the CMap 
data as training data, the ESPOD will develop a computational approach to a) identify ~20 
phosphosites that provide the best coverage of the currently known signalling network for 
applications in understudied kinases, and b) to develop an approach that uses a data-driven 
kinase-kinase regulatory network (developed in the Petsalaki group5) to link perturbed kinases to 
such a prior network.  

Aim 2: Application on BRAF- and KRAS-driven colorectal cancer cell lines (Experimental 
& Computational) 

The ESPOD will systematically knockout in an arrayed way all kinases and in collaboration with 
our industry partner Protavio ltd, we will measure the relevant number and type of phosphosites 
identified in Aim 1. These will be analysed using the ADAPT framework developed above to place 
the understudied perturbed kinases within a colorectal-cancer-specific network. Using network 
modelling and integration with genomic data this will be used to identify novel targets for the 
disease.  

 

This approach will allow discovery of novel signalling pathway adaptation and crosstalk 
mechanisms and new targets for therapeutic purposes.  It can also potentially be implemented 
for future use in the clinic, where only a small number of phosphorylation sites, from a small 
number of cells, would need to be measured to predict the signalling state of a patient and 
contribute to an educated design of appropriate therapeutic approaches. This project integrates 



the computational expertise in proteomics and network modelling of the Petsalaki lab with the 
functional genomics and cancer therapeutics expertise of the Garnett lab. 
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